
Example 2
Assessment task: Production proposal

Chosen play text: A Monster Calls by Patrick Ness

Assessment
Criterion A B C Total

Marks awarded 6 4 5 15

Marks available 8 4 8 20

Comments
Criterion Comments

A Ideas and intentions Ai: (2 marks) The student begins by giving a succinct summary of the play, focusing on 
the main idea. The student then outlines the ideas, listing quotations to support their 
statements, but in a somewhat clumsy way. This is borderline between list and outline, 
but there is just enough detail here to mark it as an outline. The listing of quotations 
impedes the flow and makes the section read like a list, though the student does use 
quotations from different sources to support their ideas. It would have been better for the 
student to analyse and explain each quotation rather than having them all together.

Aii: (4 marks) The student explains their intentions in great detail and addresses their 
interpretation of the play, what they want to convey to the audience and how they want 
this to affect the audience. The student shows insight into the play, with clear ideas of 
how to convey concepts to an audience and they have clearly thought this through. The 
student explains their choice of performance style and how this together with elements of 
production will achieve their intentions. Though the student does not mention performance 
space, which is one of the features of theatre-maker intentions, there is enough detail here 
to make this proposal thorough and discerning. The student addresses the whole play while 
also giving indication of particular instances, demonstrating that they have thought through 
how ideas are transformed into stage action.

B The proposed design B: (4 marks) The student relates their proposed design directly to their intentions and 
consistently refers to the effect all their decisions will have on the audience. The work is 
detailed with explanations focusing on the monster, lighting and set. The fact the student 
does not really make references to costume is something that is lacking. There is good use of 
visuals (though more care is needed with these) helping the reader to see the production on 
stage, and there is also detail regarding how certain effects will be created and why.

There was debate whether this proposal should be awarded 3 or 4 marks as some 
production elements are not addressed and the visuals are not as neat as they could be. 
In general, however, the piece deals with the challenge of staging the monster—which is 
primary to this production—and explains production elements in an insightful and 
detailed way, so it was awarded full marks.
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Criterion Comments

C The proposed staging of 
one moment of the play

Ci: (2 marks) The student focuses on communicating how the moment is a moment of 
tension, emotion, atmosphere and/or meaning (“TEAM”) and the effect this will have on the 
audience, without including much detail as to how this will be achieved using performance 
and production elements.

In the section on performance, more specifics are required regarding how the body and 
voice is used with precise detail—the student writes that Conor is holding his mother and 
that the monster is behind, but needs to give more of a precise indication of the way the 
mother and Conor’s bodies are being used to convey the ideas. Separating into each of the 
areas of “TEAM” impedes the student in this instance as they focus too much on “TEAM” and 
not enough on performance. Tableaux are mentioned, but the way the body is being used is 
not addressed. This is an outline of performance elements.

Cii: (3 marks) More detail is given regarding production elements and how these will 
be used, but this remains largely descriptive. The visuals help to give a sense of the 
moment with regard to the look and feel of the production. The student clearly understands 
moments of “TEAM” but needs to add more detail and explanation. For example, the student 
mentions how light creates tension, but does not explain why.

General comments This is a good choice of play and it is clear that it has inspired the student’s ideas and 
imagination. There is a good understanding of the process of directing/designing but the 
overall proposal is uneven, with some moments providing detail and then other areas 
only being outlined. More care needs to be taken with the hand-drawn visuals—these are 
expressive but need to be neater and more formal. Drawings on blank paper would be more 
helpful and more appropriate for communicating a proposal vision.
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